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We have performed kinetic simulations of the behavior of acetylene hydrogenation under ethylene rich
conditions at a number of temperatures and feed gas compositions employing Pd and Pd/Ag alloy catalysts.
The results of these simulations form a clear and consistent picture as to the origins of selectivity, thermal
runaway, oligomer formation, the role of CO as a promoter of selectivity and inhibitor of oligomer formation,
and the importance of proton transfer among carbonaceous species. The modeling gives insight into mechanistic
details and provides an explanation for the influence of alloying catalyst on these phenomena.

Introduction

Ethylene is important as a raw material for polyethylene
production, which is often produced by the thermal or catalytic
cracking of saturated or higher hydrocarbons.1 The product
stream of the cracking process consists of a mixture of saturated
and unsaturated hydrocarbons, hydrogen, and carbon monoxide,
the composition of which is dependent on the feedstock and
operating conditions of the cracking process.1 A typical
composition of a cracked hydrocarbon stream is shown in Table
1. Before the cracked hydrocarbon stream can be used as the
feedstock for the ethylene polymerization reactor, the concentra-
tion of acetylene in the feedstock must be decreased below 5
ppm2 because acetylene stoichiometrically poisons the ethylene
polymerization catalyst.3

The selective hydrogenation of acetylene in the ethylene rich
flow is the primary method of reducing the acetylene concentra-
tion. In this process, acetylene is hydrogenated without signifi-
cant hydrogenation of ethylene over a supported metallic catalyst
in an adiabatic, packed-bed reactor.2 Palladium catalysts are the
most selective unimetallic catalysts for this acetylene hydroge-
nation process.2 The acetylene removal units (ARUs) are
operated either as “tail-end” or “front-end” reactors. The tail-
end reactor feedstock is fractionated before the hydrogenation
process,1 which removes the majority of the carbon monoxide
and hydrogen from the flow. Tail-end ARUs operate at a
hydrogen concentration just greater than the acetylene concen-
tration. Front-end reactors receive an unfractionated feedstock
directly from the cracker,1 which is rich in hydrogen and often
contains a small fraction of carbon monoxide.

The mechanism for selective hydrogenation of acetylene in
an ethylene rich flow over palladium and palladium alloy
catalysts has been extensively studied.1-59 Previous kinetic
studies yielded inconsistent results, leading to the proposal of
one,41,60 two,3,53,61and even three18-20 types of active sites on
the catalyst. Each site has been attributed with different
hydrogenation properties to explain the selectivity of the catalyst.
Hydrogen atoms, molecular hydrogen, subsurface hydrogen,27,62

and adsorbed carbonaceous4,5 species have each been proposed
as possible primary hydrogen sources. Recently, Tysoe et al.

indicated that the rate-limiting step for the C2H2 + H2 reaction
should happen before the hydrogenation of vinyl radical.63 They
reported64 that the activation barrier on Pd surface was 9.6(
0.2 kcal/mol at 300 K and 100 torr H2 pressure.

We have applied recently developed techniques for the
modeling of heterogeneous catalysis to study the selective
hydrogenation of acetylene on Pd and Pd/Ag alloy catalysts. In
this work we calculated the Arrhenius reaction rate constants
and solved the rate equations for a large set of reactions. This
is one of the first times that rate constants from purely theoretical
methods have been successfully employed in alarge set of
elementary reactions for the description of an industrial process.
The solutions we obtained give new insight into the reaction
mechanism with changing temperature, pressure, feed gas, and
catalyst composition. Herein we discuss the results we obtained
from our kinetic modeling and their implications regarding the
mechanism of selective hydrogenation over Pd and Pd/Ag alloy
catalysts.

Modeling Details

Methods used in this work to obtain Arrhenius rate constants
for elementary reactions are published elsewhere.65-74 Herein
we briefly sketch the process, since these methods are not in
widespread use.

Kinetic Simulations. We solved the kinetic equations defined
by a set of coverage dependent Arrhenius reaction rate constants
for a moderately large set of reactions (see Table 2) which
included (a) adsorption and desorption of H2, acetylene,
ethylene, methane, ethane, and CO; (b) displacement reactions
in which gas-phase components displace surface phase com-
ponents, the most important of which are the displacement of
H2, acetylene, ethylene, methane, and ethane by gas-phase CO* Corresponding author. E-mail: harrellsellers@hotmail.com.

TABLE 1: Typical ARU Feedstock Composition

species concentration

methane 10%
ethane 25%
hydrogen 25%
ethylene 39%
acetylene 0.4%
carbon monoxide 250 ppm
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and vice versa; (c) H2 dissociation and recombination; (d) H2

+ acetylene, ethylene, vinyl, C2H5, and C4 radicals; (e) H+
acetylene, ethylene, vinyl, C2H5, and C4 radicals; (f) oligomer-
ization reactions: vinyl+ vinyl, vinyl + acetylene, vinyl+
ethylene, C2H5 + vinyl, acetylene, ethylene, and C2H5 +
acetylene, ethylene. The apparent activation barrier for an
elementary reaction is bound by the intrinsic activation and
diffusion barriers73 (by “intrinsic” we mean the activation barrier
without a diffusion contribution). We employed intrinsic activa-
tion barriers in this work for reactions that are not diffusion-
controlled. Diffusion barriers were taken to be the activation
barriers of diffusion-controlled reactions (small or no intrinsic
barrier). This reaction set defines the kinetic mechanism
employed in this work and can be used to reproduce our results.
Coverage effects in the kinetic simulations were taken into
account according to the UBI-QEP method.73 This should not
be confused with the coadsorbate coverage of 0.4 that we use
for discussion purposes in Table 3. In the kinetic simulations it
was not necessary to consider the effect on heats of adsorption
of more than one coadsorbate because of the relative coverages.

The set of differential equations resulting from this mecha-
nism and our rate constants is extremely stiff, particularly in
the beginning of the calculation. When beginning with a clean
surface, the time step had to be small (∼10-14 to 10-15 seconds)
in order for the set of equations to be stable (stable means the
solution does not diverge or blow up). On a 450 MHz computer,
a kinetic simulation, beginning with a clean surface, may take
a week or longer to reach a “steady operating state” in which
the surface coverages are relatively constant in time. As the
surface coverages approach constancy, the time step can be
increased. Then it may take 12 h of computer time to simulate
a microsecond of kinetics for some mechanisms. This might
be drastically reduced by running the simulations on a parallel
computing system.

Relevance of the Kinetic Model to Industrial Conditions.
Industrial acetylene hydrogenation reactors are adiabatic, packed-
bed reactors.2 Certainly our kinetic simulations do not account
for all aspects of commercial industrial reactors. We have not
incorporated any fluid dynamics, nor have we modeled any heat
transfer phenomena. There is no explicit flow rate of the feed
gas per se in our kinetic model. Each of our kinetic simulations
was performed at a selected, constant temperature (isothermal),
and the products that desorb from the metal surface are “swept

away” so that the composition of the feed gas in contact with
the surface does not change. Feed gas of a specific composition,
temperature, and pressure is in contact with the catalyst, the
products form and move away from the particular section of
catalyst surface under study. This most nearly approximates a
cross-sectional slice through the packed-bed reactor (plug flow),
which has associated with it a specific feed gas composition
and temperature (for example, from a measured temperature
profile). The conditions under which we solved the kinetics are
defined in Table 1 with a total pressure of 500 psi. We solved
the kinetics equations with and without CO and for Pd and Pd/
Ag alloy catalysts. Although activation barriers corresponding
to the fcc(111) surface were employed in the simulations
reported herein, we have performed numerical experiments with
other low-index, thermodynamically stable surfaces and obtained
similar results.

Below we make statements regarding the phenomenon of
thermal runaway. It may seem at first that this is not possible
from results of isothermal kinetic simulations. However, thermal
runaway is associated with excess ethane production. We argue
that the temperature at which ethane production increases rapidly
correlates with the onset of thermal runaway. This temperature
can be identified from a set of (isothermal) kinetic simulations
performed at different temperatures in which ethane production
is determined.

Rate Constant Determination. We determined the rate
constants from several new theoretical procedures. We employed
our Normalized Bond Index Reactive Potential Functions (NBI-
RPF)65-70 in molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of reactions
on the catalyst surface using activation barriers obtained from
the Unity Bond Index-Quadratic Exponential Potential (UBI-
QEP) method of Shustorovich and Sellers.73 Together the UBI-
QEP method, yielding activation barriers, and the MD simula-
tions, yielding Arrhenius preexponential factors, define a specific
rate constant. We often employed a statistical mechanical
approach74b to calculate the ratio of preexponential factors for
forward and reverse reactions to avoid the computational burden
of having to do MD simulations of slow processes. The
calculated rate constants then define the parameters for a set of
differential equations that we solved numerically. In the kinetic
expressions, we included the empty surface binding sites needed
for the products as reactants. The solutions give the coverage
and product distribution as functions of time, temperature,

TABLE 2: Reactions Defining the Kinetic Mechanism Employed in This Work

process species/reaction

adsorption/desorption H2, C2H2, C2H4, C2H6
a, COb, green oila

single hydrogen addition:
H + C2Hn f C2Hn+1, n ) 1-5
H + C4Hn f C4Hn+1, n ) 6-9

single hydrogen addition:
H2 + C2Hn f C2Hn+1 + H, n ) 1-5
H2 + C4Hn f C4Hn+1 + H, n ) 6-9

C-H dissociation:
C2Hn f C2Hn-1 + H, n ) 2-6

H-H dissociation/recombination
displacement reactionsc

gas-phase CO displacing surface phase:
H2, C2H2, C2H4, C2H6

oligomerization reactionsd

vinyl + C2Hn f C4Hn+3, n ) 2-5
ethyl + C2Hn f C4Hn+5, n ) 2, 4

a Only desorption was considered. In the case of ethane, it was not present in the feed gas.b Kinetics simulations were performed with and
without CO in order to understand the role of the coadsorbate.c Many other displacement reactions were originally present in the mechanism and
found to be unimportant. A detailed description of our treatment of displacements has been submitted for publication.d All the oligomerization
reactions are diffusion controlled and their rate constants are similar.
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pressure, and composition of the feed gas and catalyst. The rate
constants we determined in this work are available as part of
the Brookings Kinetics Database maintained by Chemical
Process Modeling, Inc.75

Results

We focus the discussion of the mechanism of selective
hydrogenation on a subset of the reaction set used in the
simulations. A small reaction set is given in Table 3 along with
the activation barriers for Pd and Pd/Ag alloy catalysts. For the
purposes of this discussion the values in Table 3 are relevant
to a coadsorbate coverage of 0.4, which has a heat of adsorption
of 25 kcal/mol. Displaying activation barriers this way (at an
arbitrary coverage with a reasonable but fictitious coadsorbate)
allows us to incorporate some coverage effects in a general and
average way for discussion purposes without having to make
the discussion relevant to a specific point in any one kinetic
simulation. In the actual simulations, the coverage effects were
incorporated in a more rigorous way. These data account for
the selectivity of the catalyst and the increase in selectivity upon
alloying with silver and, together with the results of the kinetic
simulations, explain the role of CO and the underlying causes
of thermal runaway.

The accuracy of the activation barriers determined with the
UBI-QEP method is actually not that easy to assess. Certainly,
at some point the level of accuracy of the barriers is a limitation
of the method, and in that respect, our work here is a test of the
applicability of these methods to the modeling of kinetics. The
UBI-QEP barriers usually agree with experimental values to
within 1-3 kcal/mol. There are inaccuracies in the experimental
values as well, since they are usually obtained from fits to
observed data with assumed Arrhenius preexponentials. Ex-
perimentally, preexponential factors often have uncertainties
spanning 4 orders of magnitude.74aThis range of preexponential,
when applied to the fitting procedure for the determination of
the dissociation rate constant of CN, gives an uncertainty of
more than 9 kcal/mol (20%) in the zero coverage limit
dissociation barrier.74aWhen the difference between a theoretical
(UBI-QEP) barrier and an experimental one is 1 or 2 kcal/mol,
it is not necessarily always clear that the experimental value is
the better one. The quality of the kinetic description from
modeling efforts such as these should be judged from the

modeling results. From our results presented herein, it is evident
that our rate constants are in the correct proportions.

Hydrogenation Mechanism.The selectivity for the hydro-
genation of acetylene in an ethylene rich flow has been attributed
to the greater heat of adsorption of acetylene than ethylene on
the catalyst surface, because a small difference in the heats of
adsorption of two molecules competing for the same binding
site can cause a significant difference in their surface cover-
ages.76 The greater heat of adsorption of acetylene was believed
to cause the catalyst surface to be predominately covered with
acetylene.17-20 Our kinetic simulations do not support this
conclusion under the conditions employed in this work. The
modeling indicates that, under these conditions, the selectivity
is due to a number of influences and that the surface never has
a very high coverage of acetylene.

Figure 1 shows the resultant coverages on Pd(111) of
acetylene, ethylene, and hydrogen from a simulation of competi-
tive adsorption,in the physically unrealistic situation in which
no reactions were allowed to take place between the reactants.
The purpose of this simulation was to show that consideration
of heats of adsorption (adsorption/desorption processes) alone
will give a false picture of what is on the surface. The feed gas
is about 75 mole percent ethylene, 24.7 mole percent molecular
hydrogen, and 0.3 mole percent acetylene. This kinetic simula-
tion indicates that acetylene covers approximately 94% of the
surface while the more weakly bound ethylene and hydrogen
cover approximately 6% of the surface. This would seem to
support the mechanism given above. However, when reactions
among the adsorbates are included in the kinetic model, the
surface coverage of acetylene drops to below 10-3 (depending
on the parameter set used in the simulation). This drop in
coverage is caused by the high reactivity of acetylene with
atomic and molecular hydrogen to form vinyl radicals. This
illustrates the importance of kinetic effects, specifically that
kinetic effects can completely change the microscopic picture.

Origins of Selectivity. The mechanism for the selective
hydrogenation of acetylene is a competition between a number
of chemical processes. Table 3 contains the intrinsic activation
barriers for selected important processes on the Pd and Pd/Ag
alloy surfaces. We have made the point that it is dangerous to
think in terms of activation barriers only. However, the barriers
given below support the argument we present for the origins of

TABLE 3: Reactions and Intrinsic Activation Barriers a

(kcal/mol) for Selected Important Reactions

∆E*

reaction Pd Pd/Ag

1. H2 f H + H 12 14
2. H + C2H2 f vinyl 0 0
3. H + C2H4 f ethyl <2 1
4. H2 + C2H2 f vinyl + H 2 4
5. H2 + C2H4 f ethyl + H 7 9
6. H + vinyl f ethylene 8 5
7. H + ethyl f ethane 0 0
8. H2 + vinyl f ethylene+ H 0 0
9. H2 + ethyl f ethane+ H 0 0
10. C2H2 desorption 13 11
11. C2H4 desorption 11 10
12. CO desorption 25 24
13. H2 desorption 6 5
14. oligomerization:
all C2 radicals+ C2 f C4 0 0

a For the cases in which the intrinsic activation barriers are zero or
low, the diffusion barriers73 were employed in the simulations as the
reaction activation barriers.

Figure 1. Competetive adsorption: coverages as a function of time
of H2, acetylene, and ethylene beginning from a clean Pd surface. To
isolate adsorption/desorption processes, reactions among components
were disallowed.
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selectivity, and we agree that this is an imperfect argument
lacking the kinetic effects.

The two main paths for the first hydrogen addition are:

and

where the activation barriers are in kcal/mol and correspond to
pure Pd and the Pd/Ag alloy for an average coverage of 0.4. Of
the two paths, path 1 is clearly the more selective for acetylene
hydrogenation. Maximum selectivity is obtained when path 2
is suppressed by the presence of CO and by alloying the Pd
with silver.

Acetylene hydrogenation via path 1 is favored by the kinetics
over path 2 and ethylene hydrogenation along path 1. For the
hydrogenation of acetylene along path 1, the reaction barrier is
lower than the desorption barriers of the reactants. This is not
true for ethylene hydrogenation along path 1 or hydrogenation
along path 2. Therefore, path 2 and ethylene hydrogenation
along path 1 will be hindered by competing desorptions. The
full kinetic simulation, which contains both atomic and molec-
ular hydrogen, indicates that,at higher coVerages, molecular
hydrogen is the primary hydrogen source for the first hydrogen
addition reaction, although atomic hydrogen contributes. We
observed that putting the rate constant for H2 reaction with
acetylene and ethylene to zero caused a significant loss of
selectivity and decreased the rate of consumption of acetylene.

On pure palladium the desorption of ethylene contributes to
the selectivity. The desorption barrier of ethylene (Table 3) is
only 4 kcal/mol more than the barrier for first hydrogen addition
with H2 as the hydrogen source. For acetylene, the desorption
barrier is 11 kcal/mol greater. The modeling predicts that the
increase in selectivity observed upon alloying Pd with Ag is
due to (a) the shift in the hydrogenation barrier for ethylene
even closer to the desorption barrier so that more ethylene
desorbes rather than hydrogenates and (b) slowing of the
dissociation rate of H2.

We emphasize that the overall coverage influences the
reaction mechanism of C2H2 hydrogenation, namely that at low
overall coverages the primary hydrogen source is atomic
hydrogen while at higher overall coverages molecular hydrogen
is the dominant hydrogen source. Certainly hydrogenation by
both atomic and molecular hydrogen contributes to the overall
reaction mechanism. However, our modeling indicates that
molecular hydrogen as the “dominant” hydrogen source is
favored at relatively high overall coverages and maximum
selectivity is achieved when the first hydrogenation by atomic
hyrdrogen is suppressed. We argue that this makes sense just
from the standpoint that atomic hydrogen is so mobile and
reactive that significant selectivity for acetylene hydrogenation
is not really possible if atomic hydrogen is the dominant
hydrogen source for the full range of coverages. But, our kinetic
model supports this contention by indicating that the rate of
atomic hydrogen production is relatively low at higher overall
coverages (where industrial hydrogenation reactors operate), due
in large part to the relatively high H2 dissociation barrier and

the inability of molecular hydrogen to compete with other
adsorbates for surface binding sites so that its presence on the
surface is low.

Even though our kinetic simulations were performed under
different conditions some of our results agree well with the
conclusions of Azad et al.63 Our modeling indicates that, under
higher overall coverage conditions, which favor molecular
hydrogen as the dominant hydrogen source, (1) hydrogenation
of vinyl (via reaction with H2) is more rapid than hydrogenation
of acetylene (via reaction with H2) and (2) that the rate-limiting
step in the hydrogenation is the first hydrogen addition to
acetylene. Azad et al.63 came to the same conclusions.

Molero et al.64 obtained a value of 9.6 kcal/mol for “acetylene
hydrogenation” from experimental measurements. Their experi-
ments were conducted at much lower pressures and temperatures
than our simulations. We are not able to judge the overall
coverage levels on their catalytic foils during their experiments;
however, if their data correspond to relatively low coverages,
then our modeling data would indicate that the atomic hydrogen
path (path 2 above) is relevant to their work. Our modeling
indicates (see Table 3) that, in path 2, the rate-limiting step is
the dissociation of molecular hydrogen with a barrier of about
10-12 kcal/mol depending on coverage. This is in agreement
with their data and their conclusion that the rate-limiting step
comes before the hydrogenation of vinyl.

The influence of overall coverage on the reaction mechanism
and selectivity is seen in the behavior of the system upon
coadsorption of CO. Figure 2 is a plot of CO and H coverage
as a function of temperature as obtained from our kinetic
simulations of the Pd/Ag alloy catalyst. The atomic hydrogen
coverage increases sharply at about 450 K and increases with
temperature as the CO coverage falls. This is accompanied by
a sharp increase in the ethane production (Figure 3), which
signals the loss of selectivity. This effect is more dramatic on
the pure Pd catalyst. Figure 4 shows the enhanced ability of
the alloy catalyst to maintain a lower H coverage at higher
temperatures.

Proton Transfer among Carbon Bearing Species.The self-
hydrogenation of ethylene and acetylene has been shown to
occur on metal surfaces.18,19,31,32,35,37,77,78We obtain the results
that the activation barriers for self-hydrogenation are greater
than the barriers for hydrogenation by H2 by about 7 and 14
kcal/mol higher for ethylene and acetylene, respectively (Table
4). The hydrogenation of acetylene by ethylene can be expected
to occur on the surface, because this hydrogenation barrier is

Path 1: H2 + C2H2 f C2H3 + H ∆E* ) 2 / 4

H2 + C2H4 f C2H5 + H ∆E* ) 7 / 9

Path 2: H2 f H + H ∆E* ) 12 / 14

H + C2H2 f C2H3 ∆E* ) 0 / 0

H + C2H4 f C2H5 ∆E* ) <2 / 1

Figure 2. Steady state coverages of atomic hydrogen and CO on Pd/
Ag alloy catalyst as a function of temperature.
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around 9 kcal/mol. However, when H2 is available, the modeling
predicts that this reaction is not a significant contributor to
acetylene hydrogenation because the barrier for acetylene

hydrogenation by H2 is 7 kcal/mol lower than this barrier. When
this reaction does occur, there are two vinyl radicals in close
proximity to one another on the palladium surface facilitating
the formation of 1,3-butadiene (we do not mean to imply that
this is a result of our simulations, since our kinetics are not
spatially resolved finely enough to account for this effect). So,
the hydrogenation of acetylene by ethylene most probably leads
to the formation of C4 compounds and heavier oligomers and
not ethylene. The self-hydrogenation reactions are dispropor-
tionation reactions that have relatively small preexponential
factors, which will further decrease the rate of reaction.

The proton transfer reactions from carbonaceous species to
ethylene and acetylene have barriers comparable to or higher
than those in the self-hydrogenation reactions except for the
proton transfer from ethyl, ethylidene, and ethylidyne. The
intrinsic hydrogenation barriers for ethylene and acetylene with
ethyl, ethylidene, and ethylidyne as the hydrogen sources are
small or zero so that the reactions are diffusion controlled (Table
4). For the proton transfer from ethylidyne, this is essentially
the mechanism proposed Zaera and Somorjai where hydrogen
is transferred from the surface bound carbonaceous layer to the
reactants.4,5 Experimentally, the formation of ethylidyne has
been observed to be 2-3 orders of magnitude slower than the
hydrogenation of ethylene.13-15 Unlike experimental labora-
tory results not under normal ARU operating condi-
tions,4-8,10-15,20,27,29,30,41,79,80our kinetic simulations employ-
ing industrial-like conditions showed that the surface coverage
of ethylidene, vinylidene, and ethylidyne is insignificant.
Therefore, some ethylene or acetylene hydrogenation due to
hydrogen transfer from these radicals can occur, but the rate is
slow enough that the effects on the overall mechanism are
negligible. Proton transfer from ethyl to acetylene or ethylene
is more probable judging from our simulations but is a minor
contributor in the overall mechanism.

Oligomer Formation. The primary goal of the ARU is to
hydrogenate acetylene to ethylene. However, it is well known
that over 25% of the acetylene removed from the flow is lost
to oligomer formation.53 The reactions among C2 radicals and
between C2 radicals and C2 molecules have zero intrinsic
activation barriers and are therefore diffusion controlled (Table
3). Therefore, the rate of oligomer formation is controlled by
the competition of the diffusion controlled C2 second hydro-
genation and the diffusion controlled oligomer formation
reactions. The UBI-QEP diffusion barrier for vinyl is about

Figure 3. Rate of ethane evolution from catalyst surfaces as a function of temperature.

Figure 4. Atomic hydrogen coverage on Pd and Pd/Ag alloy catalyst
as a function of temperature.

TABLE 4: Intrinsic Activation Barriers (kcal/mol) for
Proton Transfer from Carbonaceous Species to Acetylene
and Ethylene on the Pd/Ag Alloya

reaction ∆E*

C2H4 + C2H2 f 2 vinyl 9
C2H4 + C2H2 f CCH + ethyl 21
2 C2H4 f ethyl + vinyl 14
2 C2H2 f vinyl + CCH 17
C2H2 + ethyl f vinyl + C2H4 0
C2H2 + vinyl f vinyl + CCH2 9
C2H2 + ethyl f vinyl + CHCH3 17
C2H4 + ethyl f ethane+ vinyl 2
C2H4 + vinyl f CCH2 + ethyl 14
C2H2 + CHCH3 f vinyl + CCH3 11
C2H2 + CHCH3 f 2 vinyl 0
C2H2 + CCH3 f vinyl + CCH2 0
C2H2 + CCH2 f vinyl + CCH 22
C2H4 + CHCH3 f ethyl + CCH3 14
C2H4 + CHCH3 f ethyl + vinyl 5
C2H4 + CCH3 f ethyl + CCH2 0
C2H4 + CCH2 f ethyl + CCH 30
C2H4 + ethanef 2 ethyl 15
C2H2 + ethanef vinyl + ethyl 10

a Activation barriers on pure Pd are similar.
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7 kcal/mol, and our calculated diffusion barrier for molecular
hydrogen is less than 1 kcal/mol.

The C4 fraction of the oligomers formed on palladium has
been reported to be composed largely of 1-butene,trans-2-
butene,cis-2-butene, andn-butane.3 One can envision elemen-
tary reactions that form these C4 species. 1-Butene can be
formed from the recombination of vinyl and ethyl radicals.
However, the rate of this reaction would be low due to the low
surface concentration of vinyl and ethyl radicals. 1-Butene can
also be formed from the nonelementary, two-step reaction
between vinyl and ethylene followed by hydrogen addition.
trans-2-Butene andcis-2-butene can be formed from the
recombination of ethylidene radicals or hydrogenation and
rearrangement of 1,3-butadiene. However, the coverage of
ethylidene radicals is low due to the slow formation of
ethylidyne. The distribution of C4 species observed during
acetylene hydrogenation is similar to the distribution observed
during 1,3-butadiene hydrogenation on palladium.45-50 Similarly,
it has been observed that C4 species are derived primarily from
acetylene.16,28,38,39 These two observations indicate that C4

formation could occur predominately by vinyl recombination,
where the vinyl radicals are derived exclusively from acetylene
under conditions in which ethylene coverage is low. Our
simulations indicate that the formation of vinyl under these
conditions comes predominately from acetylene. The activation
barriers for dehydrogenation of ethylene to vinyl are mostly
above 14 kcal/mol.70 Exceptions to this are the reactions of
ethylene with CCH to form vinyl and either acetylene or
vinylidene with barriers of 0 and 3 kcal/mol, respectively. These
reactions do not contribute significantly in our simulations
because CCH is a low coverage, unstable surface intermediate
that readily hydrogenates to acetylene under these conditions.
The reactions of ethylene with ethylidene to form vinyl and
ethyl, and with ethyl to form vinyl and ethane have intrinsic
activation barriers of 5 and 2 kcal/mol, respectively, according
to our modeling. However, under these conditions with CO,
the coverages of ethylene, ethylidene, and ethyl are low.

Thermal Runaway. A major complication in the selective
hydrogenation of acetylene in an ethylene rich flow is the onset
of thermal runaway.2 Thermal runaway is the rapid increase of
reactor temperature, which causes a degradation in selectivity,
rapid increase in ethane production, and the further heating of
the reactor. The reactor must be shut down to stop thermal
runaway; therefore, the prevention of thermal runaway could
potentially reduce the operating costs of the ARU.

The phenomenon of thermal runaway is associated with the
loss of selectivity and excess production of ethane. Since ethane
is produced predominately from the hydrogenation of ethylene,3

increased ethane production indicates the onset of rapid ethylene
hydrogenation. As noted earlier, it is the ethane production
versus temperature, which we determined from our set of
isothermal kinetic simulations, that we monitored for the
signature of thermal runaway. Figure 3 is a plot of the rate of
ethane evolution from the Pd/Ag alloy catalyst with CO present
in the feed gas as obtained from our kinetic simulations. The
modeling predicts that the rate of ethane production starts to
rise at around 450 K and the production increases rapidly up to
550 K. For the pure Pd catalyst in the absence of CO, the entire
curve is shifted to lower temperatures by almost 100 K. We
attribute the loss of selectivity, rapid ethylene hydrogenation,
and the onset of thermal runaway to the increase in the rate of
molecular hydrogen dissociation and increase in atomic hydro-
gen coverage shown in Figure 2. The resultant increase in atomic
hydrogen coverage boosts the rates of the nonselective hydro-

genation reactions involving atomic hydrogen as the hydrogen
source. Figure 4 is a comparison of the atomic hydrogen
coverages on the Pd and Pd/Ag catalysts as a function of
temperature. The tendency for the alloy catalyst to maintain
lower atomic hydrogen coverages makes it less sensitive to
thermal runaway.

The Role of Coadsorbed CO.The manufacture of ethylene
through the cracking of hydrocarbons produces small amounts
of carbon monoxide.2 The concentration of the carbon monoxide
in the product stream varies according to the operating condi-
tions and feedstock for the cracker. A typical product stream
contains approximately 250 ppm of carbon monoxide. Since
the front-end ARU does not fractionate the cracker product
stream, the reactant stream of the ARU also contains carbon
monoxide.1 At first glance one would think that a species in
such low concentration would have little effect on the hydro-
genation of acetylene. However, carbon monoxide has been
shown to greatly reduce the oligomer formation and decrease
the hydrogenation of ethylene.3,13,14,16,18-20,38,53,81

Although other binding sites are possible, carbon monoxide,
hydrogen, ethylene, and acetylene are usually thought of as
being bound in (or near) the bridge site on the palladium
surface.7,13,14,16,28,38,51,78,82-87 Therefore, there is a competition
between these four molecules for the space on the surface. The
heats of adsorption of each molecule on the catalyst surface is
shown in Table 3. Carbon monoxide is the most strongly bound
species. Since it is more strongly bound than acetylene by 14
kcal/mol, which is the second most strongly bound of these
species, the simulations predict that the surface becomes coated
with carbon monoxide, even with the feed gas concentration as
low as 250 ppm. Figure 5 shows the results of a kinetic
simulation at constant temperature. Carbon monoxide quickly
coats 84% of the catalyst surface. The ethylene and hydrogen
concentrations drop off dramatically. In the absence of CO,
ethylene is the most abundant component under industrial-like
conditions, even though it is not the most strongly bound. In
this case the most strongly bound component is acetylene, but
it is also the most reactive which results in it being relatively
scarce as a surface component.

Our estimate for the barrier for acetylene displacement of
surface CO from the interior of an island of CO is about 7 kcal/
mol. However, the case of ethylene is more severe because the
structure of ethylene requires that it displace more than a single
surface CO in order to adsorb. Molecular hydrogen is too weakly
bound to effectively displace CO (our estimate for this barrier
is greater than 25 kcal/mol). The conclusion from our modeling

Figure 5. Coverages of CO, H2, acetylene, and ethylene as a function
of time beginning with a clean Pd surface. Reactions between adsorbates
are allowed.
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is that the increase in catalyst selectivity with CO in the feed
gas is due to the fact that CO suppresses all other surface species
and acetylene is the only component that can displace CO to
any significant extent under these conditions. Therefore, the
blanket of CO that covers the surface acts like a filter, allowing
some acetylene and very little hydrogen and ethylene. This
results in significantly higher selectivity and much lower atomic
hydrogen coverage by suppressing H2 adsorption and, indirectly,
its dissociation. As mentioned above, the high reactivity of
acetylene with H2 is responsible for the fact that it does not
last long on the surface and therefore has a low steady state
coverage.

The Effects of Alloying the Pd with Ag. There have been
numerous studies of the effects of alloying the palladium catalyst
with other metals such as Zn,88-91 Pb,88-91 Ag,42,92-99 Cu,21-23

Au,100,101Ga,92 In,92 W,102 Ni,103 Mn,104 La,105 Sn,53 Co,102 and
Cr.106 The palladium-silver alloy catalyst is used com-
mercially.93-99,107 To better understand the effects of alloying
the catalyst, kinetic simulations were performed on an alloy of
Pd and Ag for which the ratio of Pd to Ag on the surface is
2:1. This approximates the commercially available palladium-
silver alloy catalyst, which consists of an alumina support with
silver and palladium deposited on the catalyst in a ratio between
10:1 and 2:1.93-99,107The silver is deposited throughout the pellet
and the palladium is deposited in a thin layer on the external
surface of the catalyst.107 This deposition method produces a
catalyst with a working surface composed of primarily palladium
and secondarily silver.

The alloying of the palladium catalyst with silver has similar
and complementary effects to the addition of carbon monoxide
to the ARU feedstock. Namely the alloy catalyst has a decreased
rate of acetylene consumption, increased selectivity, and a
greater suppression of thermal runaway than the unimetallic
catalyst. Alloying the catalyst with silver decreases the heats
of adsorption of all species on the surface by about 1 kcal/mol
(Table 3). This decrease in desorption barrier has the effect of
increasing the rate of ethylene desorption with respect to
ethylene hydrogenation. Therefore, the selectivity of the catalyst
increases. Alloying the catalyst with silver increases the
hydrogenation barriers from 2 to 4 kcal/mol and from 7 to 9
kcal/mol for acetylene and ethylene, respectively. This shifts
the ethylene hydrogenation barrier closer to the ethylene
desorption barrier and allows ethylene desorption to compete
more favorably with hydrogenation. These factors result in an
overall increase in selectivity for acetylene hydrogenation.

Alloying the catalyst with silver increases the dissociation
barrier of molecular hydrogen on the surface from 12 kcal/mol
to 14 kcal/mol. This effectively decreases the coverage of atomic
hydrogen by slowing the rate of dissociation of molecular
hydrogen. This is another reason that the Pd/Ag alloy is less
sensitive to thermal runaway.

Conclusions

We applied our UBI-QEP and NBI-RPF methods in the
modeling of the kinetics of acetylene hydrogenation in an
ethylene rich flow over palladium and palladium-silver alloy.
Our modeling indicates (1) an acetylene hydrogenation mech-
anism having atomic hydrogen dominates at low overall
coverages, (2) an acetylene hydrogenation mechanism having
molecular hydrogenation dominates at high overall coverages,
(3) the primary influence on selectivity for acetylene hydrogena-
tion from coadsorption of CO is the suppression of atomic
hydrogen on the surface, (4) thermal runaway (runaway ethane
production) occurs under conditions favoring higher atomic

hydrogen coverages, (5) the high reactivity of acetylene with
molecular hydrogen, the relatively slow rate of dissociation of
molecular hydrogen, and effects of higher overall coverage
(including CO) are the primary factors giving rise to the selective
hydrogenation of acetylene, (6) alloying the Pd catalyst with
Ag increases selectivity by retarding the molecular hydrogen
dissociation and lowering the desorption barrier of ethylene so
that ethylene desorption more effectively competes with ethylene
hydrogenation, (7) the surface carbonaceous layer does not make
a significant contribution as a hydrogen source to the mechanism
of hydrogenation under the conditions of our kinetic simulations,
(8) oligomer formation on the surface is diffusion controlled,
and (9) the relative rates of oligomerization versus hydrogenation
of vinyl are controlled by the high rate of hydrogen diffusion
and the lower rate of vinyl diffusion. Simulations suggest that
oligomer formation is predominately due to reactions involving
vinyl, where the vinyl radicals are mainly derived from
acetylene. Carbon monoxide suppresses oligomer formation by
separating the vinyl radicals on the surface and decreasing their
rate of diffusion.
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